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five thousand cartoons picturing death on the bat—
tlefield. Mr. Average Man looks at them and says

to his wife: "Mother, war is a terrible thing"—

and right there and then I can hear a lot of living—deaths

(less spectacular than the battle variety) cracking their

jaws with laughter.

SINCE the declaration of war, there have been about

It‘s a grim joke on the poor boob who is dogged

daily by these deaths far more cruel than going down

once and for all with the bugles.

I hope cartoonists will go on drawing pictures of

the horrors of war. But war is only one big evil—and

merely the result of a greater—the struggle for profits.

Death lurks in every move made by this profit system.

Children are waiting for parents to die to get insurance—

food is poisoned—minds are killed—souls are assassi—
nated—hearts are broken—brother fights against brother
to a finish, in a world that was meant for joy.

AETHUR YOUNG. 
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* You Will Pardon Me, Messicurs, If I Postpone This Congress a Moment While I Step Out and Abolish the Slavic Race."

Count Berchtold, the Austrian premier, who was to

be Honorary Chairman. of the Peace ‘Congress in
Viemna in September, is the man who signed the

first declaration of war. 
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KNOWLEDGE anp REVOLUTION

War for War’s Sal(e

T IS not only the waste of blood but the waste of

and makes all emotion

If we could only dip up that con—

heroism that appalls us,

inadequate.

tinentful of self—sacrifice and pour it to some use—

ful end!

Probably no one will actually be the victor in thi

gambler‘s war—for we may as well call it a gamblers
 

war.

causes, its futility, and yet also the tall spirit in which

A better informed pen than mine

And

I will only add a protest, on the one handagainst those

Only so can we indicate its underlying commercial

it is carried off.

has indicated some of its causes on another page.

prophets of praise—and—blame who think they have ful—

filled the function of intelligence in such a crisis by

pointing a finger of reprehension against something

call "Germany

those German wiseacres who reply by

they and on the other hand against

 

sighing, "At,

understand—it is the conflict of racial

Teuton

destinies of civilization."

you do. not

cultures—of  the against the Slavy for the

ut we dare to assert that racial animosity the world

over is animosity against an economic rival. There is.

of course, in us a survived impulse of suspicion against

a man of alien traits, but the common qualities of

human nature can very quickly smooth that over, as

they have done a thousand times in history, when it is

not rubbed up by a real or imagined clash of interests

The father of the "Pan—Slavic" idea was, I am told,

an Armenian, Loris Melikoff, who became premier of

Russia, and recognized a good business idea as soon

And the fathers of the "Teutonic Civiliza—

tion" idea are those fighting barbarians, the ruling

as he sawit.

classes of Germany, the least civilized people in Europe.

So let us drop the race rant forever, and let us not

confuse the pleasant—hearted people of the Rhine, who

love a sweet song and a quiet thought just as much or

as little as any of us, with their archaic rulers and all

the retinue of physical and intellectual lackeys that

come with them out of the past. .It is not a national

trait but a class trait that has given to Germany the

position of grandiose aggressor in this inevitable out—

break of commercial war. Her rulers have preserved a

kind of pugnacious ego—mania that may once have ac

corded well with their station in life, and they are

ready to undertake with a flourish of swords matters

which the modern bourgeois rulers of France and Eng—

land would go about both more hesitantly and with a

more cultivated cunning.

There is reason to hope that this undertaking will

be their last—that Germany in defeat will become a

It seems at least as though one more harvest

of death and devastation with the Kaiser in command,

might disillusion a few eyes.

republic.

 

Max Eastman

But is there not even a greater and more novel hope?

Will not the progress of industrial and true liberty in

all the nations be furthered by this final experience of

The progress of liberty itself is a

fight, and we need have no fear that it will faint on

the battlefield. The spirit of benevolent reform may

faint on the battlefield, but the fighting spirit of liberty

will flourish. That is the great hope

I do not believe a devastating warin Europe will stop

imperial carnage?

the labor struggle. I believe it will hasten the days of

its triumph. It will shake people together like dice in

  

 

a‘box, and howthey will fall out nobody knows. But

they will fall out shaken; that everybody know Noth—

ing will be solid as it was before, no title, no

privilege, no property. Discontent among the poor will

be enormous. And the ideal of industrial democracy

is now strong enough and clear enough to control that

discontent, andfashion it to a great end.
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Indeed, if this tragic gamble, once begun, is carried to

the point of devastating Europe, the gamblers will find

themselves facing a most unexpected power. For with

to be done,

adequate numbers of workers to do them, it will be

untold labors of reconstruction and in—

time to bow down and beg from what—workmen there

are. It is the ever—waiting army of the unemployed

And when they

have made labor scarce, they will find labor proud.

that makes it so easy to exploit labor.

ars after the Black Death

had decimated the population of the British Islands, that

It was only thirty—one

 

Wat Tyler marched into London with thirty thousand

kings at his back, and told the crown and court of

England just what he wanted, and where, and when,

and not why. And the crown, and the court, and the

church, and the bench, and all the elegant elaborate

props of feudal exploitation, bowed down to a man
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whose name had been unknown in the kingdom eight
days before. Things can happen, you see!

So the spirit of industrial liberty will not die with
the death of soldiers. It will burn right through the
ranks of the armies that fight. We will hear little of it.
We have not heard much of the anti—military demon—
strations of Socialist and Labor bodiés through France
and Italy, and of the martial despotism that breaks
them up in Germany and Austria and Russia. We
have heard little of the noble mutinies and patriotic
treasons that are the glories of this war. The best
news will not come to us, because of the censorship of
the press. But we can imagine it.

The assassination of Jaurés, the great political leader
of the working people of France, was a significant pre—
lude to—a general European war, for he was a leading
spirit of the world in the working—class struggle against
war. He had declared in a convention of the Interna—
tional Socialist party that at the first threat of hostilities
the workers of France and Germany ought to lay down
their tools in a general strike, for they have no interest
in shooting each other to serve the commercial interests
of their masters. And do not think, because you hear
nothing to the contrary, that the message of Jaurés
and thousands of ‘agitators like him, is being forgotten
by all the workers of Europe. It will be spoken by
soldiers in the camps, and it will be spoken by the
wives of soldiers, the waiting mothers of their chil—
dren—"Workers of the world—you have no quarrel
with each other—your quarrel is with your masters—
unite!"  And it will be remembered by them all in the
long run, because it is true.

Miners and Machines

HE scabs who were brought into the southern coal—
fields of Colorado in the strike of 1904 stayed

until tor4 before they joined the union for a strike.
The scabs brought in last fall and winter are joining
the union for a strike now.

Generalized, this means that the rate of acceleration
in the labor movement is about 1000 per cent. in ten
years.

The same paper that tells us Frank Hayes, Vice—
President of the United Mine .Workers, is in Trinidad
for the purpose of recruiting these strike—breakers for
a second strike, tells us that the Western Federation of
Miners and the United Mine Workers are to unite in
a great industrial union. The metal miners, the coal
miners, and the "scab" miners, all making a stand in
one big union, presents almost the appearance of a
class struggle!

GAINST this we have the successful operation in
one of the mines of Pittsburgh of a "coal—mining

machine."  "One peculiar feature of the machine that
impressed the spectator," says a press dispatch, "is that
it seemé to be fully as flexible as the human coal—miner.
It is estimated that the machine will cut the cost of coal—
mining in half."

As is welt known, there are certain respects in which
a machine is more flexible than a union miner, and
these ways will doubtless rapidly be availed of.

And will that fifty per cent. more of profit be divided
among the workmen in the mines and the inventor of
the machine? No, indeed, the inventor of the machine
must be kept poor enough so as not to escape the
"stimulus of the competitive system"; and the coal
miners, besides being reduced in number, will be re—
duced to a status of subordination to the machine in

THE MASSES

which, requiring less skill, they‘ will command less

money

A weakening of the one powerful Socialistic union

in the federation of labor, and a mighty increase in the

proportion of wealth that goes to capital, will be the

broad, obvious results of the invertion.

A INST which, again, there is but one recourse for

the miners—extend the principle exemplified in the

amalgamation of the two big unions, until about the

whole of the working class of America, machine op—

eratives, unskilled, unemployed and all, are fighting
together industrially and politically—but that is the
old story.

EPRESENTATIVE EVANS of Montana has in—

troduced a bill into the House of Representa—

tives preventing the carrying of strike—breakers in in—

terstate commerce.  While our peace advocates are

resting on their European laurels, here is a little home

enterprise worth fostering.

Stubborn and Stupid

POTATOES have refused to profit by their freedom

Only 3,500,000 bushels

came over in the eleven months ending May, t9r4, as

against 7,000,000 in the same months of 192. And the

import price was 97.9 cents a bushel this May, to 75.4

cents last May. But what right have we to expect in—

under the new tariff law.

telligence in a potato, when we haven‘t got any our—

selves?

The rising cost of living is not a domestic accom—

plishment, and why should we hope that custom—house

arrangements will alter it? The rising cost of living

.
Drawn by
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THE PRESID pox‘r you know

THE

"comE pownN, 1 say,

Ecrion soox ?"

I‘m HaRp or EEarNG!"

To BE AN E

THE POTATO: "EXCUSE ME.

is an international discovery.  It is an accidental result

of increasing gold production and the extension of

credit, if we may trust the learned. This happy acci—

dent becomes a rather refined and sophisticated sub—

stitute for the simple old—fashioned blessing of low

wages. And so, while it is distressing, there is really

nothing new about it, and why worry?

HERE is one rather dangerous thing about an in—

creasing cost of living as a method of exploitation

Tt exploits a number of people who do not really think

they are "meant" to be exploited—people, that is, who

me» not wage—earners. It thus tends to recruit to the

ranks of revolutionary discontent, an army of middle—

class mourners, who will truly profit by revolutionary

changes, but m‘ght not otherwise be led to see it.

Conspiracy

ET us not forget in imagining the horrors of

Europe, that fourteen innocent and penniless

men are in danger of execution and death for preach—

ing the gospel of industrial liberty in our own state

of Texas.

It seems that the weightiest piece of evidence ad—

duced to prove Rangel, Cline and their associates

guilty of conspiracy to murder an American deputy

sheriff, was the fact that they carried a red flag in—

scribed with the words "Land and Liberty." With

that flag they were proceeding toward Mexico. They

were attacked twice by deputy sheriffs and "law—abid—

ing citizens" who did not favor their strike—propa—

ganda, and as a result of these attacks three men

were killed—a deputy sheriff and two of their own

associates.

No investigation of the death of their associates

has been made, but for the death of the deputy sheriff
the entire group of fourteen labor—agitators have
been put on trial for their lives. Some have been
convicted, and appeals are pending. Others are still
to be tried, All have been lying in jail in San An—
tonio and Cotulla, Texas, since September 18. 1913
There is one hope for these men and one only—

that their friends in the working—class movement,
and the friends of justice everywhere else, will give
money and publicity to their defense. Funds may
be addressed to the secretary of the Rangel—Cline
Defense Committee, Room 108, Labor Temple, Los
Angeles, Cal.  And information for purposes of pub—
licity may be secured from that source.

Conspiracy is a dire thing—and the conspiracy to
"get" labor agitators by a misuse of the conspiracy
law is the direst of all. The courts themselves do
not know what constitutes conspiracy under the
law. "The great dificulty," says ex—Chief Justice
Shawof the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, "is in
framing any definition or description to be drawn
from the decided cases which shall specifically iden—
tify the offense—a description broad enough to in—
clude all cases punishable under this description."

A definition, however, or at least a description of
the workings of the conspiracy law, has been framed
by Fred H. Moore, attorney for workingmen, which
conveys the essential truth.

"Under the law of conspiracy everyone who co—
opcrates in any organized movement is responsible
for each and every act of each and every individual
co—operating along the line of that movement, eve.
though the act which the individual does is really  
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And All the Pennies Going to Buy War—Extras!

outside of the range of the purpose of the original

programme, provided that a jury sees fit to say,

when influenced by prejudice, malice and ill—will,

that a conspiracy had been formed."

It is by such procedure, that J. A. Serrato and

Lino Gonzales were sentenced to twenty—five years

and six years respectively, and J. Gonzales to ninety—

nine years, and Leonardo Vasquez to fifteen years

(after a trial lasting only two days) altiough not one

of these men was even charged with having been pres—

ent at the time of the shooting of the deputy sheriff.

It is by such procedure that Ford and Suhr, lead—

ers of the Hop—pickers in California, have been jailed

for life. It is by such procedure that the best ideal—

ists of our age are likely to be gagged and bled at any

time.

The First Victories

THOUGHT to offset the crimson gloom. In Ore—

gon the lowest wage legally paid to women work—

This is

more than double the wages paid to many women in

And yet Oregon merely sets the

pace in progressive legislation for the rest of the coun—

ers of one year‘s experience is $8.25 a week.

Eastern territory.

 

try. I think we may

capitalism in all the States.

expect this muchbeneficence from

I think so because, as all

the reformers are pointing out, and many employers

beginning to learn, it will pay. It will pay to give

enough money to workers in employment to keep them

out of a state of destitution. And the fact that it will

pay, that it will not alter the proportion in which

wealth is distributed, that it will not weaken the es—

istence ‘of caste or class rule in the least degree, ought

not to corrupt our satisfaction in this great and certain

We only turn to our own

heavier task to abolish caste and class rule forever with

gain of human comfort.

a more cheerful enthusiasm  
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HE drowsy Chinamen one by one vacated the

benches and stumbled homeward through the

dark to a deferred sleep. Soon the little park

became so quiet that a gray cat, going courting,

halted to complete its toilet. The windows of China—

town grew blind, and only the faint throb of a drum

in the distance, denoting the labors of a band of re—

ligious enthusiasts, broke the silence.

A man sat at my side. Like the cat, he had furtively

crept out from one of the many alleys which make

Chinatown, to ask me for the money to get some—

thing to eat. His clothes reeked with the disagreeable

smell of opium, and I wanted to get him away. When

I gave him a dollar and asked him to bring me back

the change, I thought it would end our acquaintance.

But here he was, back again at my side, spilled out on

the bench—the sighs of contentment subsiding as the
friendly drug gradually soothed the tortured nerves.
The spasmodic quivering of his body ceased as he
gained control of himself,

The drum in its all—night crusade through the tender—
loin drew nearer and halted. One o‘clock boomed out
from some tower. A stronger breeze whisked out from
the narrow alleys the over—ripe odor of Chinatown and
flung its decay across the little park, smothering the

fresh scent of grass and trees.

"Was it Yen Shee?" I asked.

"Yes," he replied, surprised, "but how did you know?"
Our mutual knowledge of the brown powder put us

on a ffiendly footing. Soon, under the thawing effects
of a comradeship without patronage or exhortation, we
were discussing the submerged life of Chinatown.
As the drug gripped and knit together the shredded

nerves, his mind, responding, rambled on with sug—
gestive detail. The drum had nearer as we
talked, and halted only a few yards away to punctuate
the chant of the religionists. "Are you washed—are
you washed—are you washed in the Blood of the
Lamb ?"

The man‘s droning conversation stopped as they ap—
proached, and he looked at them as they formed their
little circle with an expression of disgust andfear. As
they commenced to sing the hymn, his body curled up
on the bench, as if his nerves were set on edge.
"Take me away!" he modned. were

stuffed in his ears, and he helplessly tried to stand up.
"Take me away !"  Astonished, I supported him beyond

the reach of their voices.
"God!" he cried, He sat in the shadow of a door—

step recovering his strength. "God! what blood—mad—
ness! Washing! Ugh!"

We adjourned to Ah Ling‘s. He had become per—
sonally interesting. There, deep below the level of the
street, while a guttering candle kept shadows dancing
on the grimy ceiling, he explained himself.

in the Philippines," he said.

"With the other boys of the nation," he
between sips of Chinese gin, "I caught the war—con—
tagion scattered broadcast by the yellow journals. I
don‘t remember which of us first suggested my be—
coming a soldier. Mary, like myself, was aflame with

We were to be married when I

twenty—one, and we had six months to wait. She gave

me a scapular when I kissed her good—bye. Christ!
It seems a century ago, andit‘s only five years.

"Well, I went, and saw most of the scraps.  The
enemy sent children to fight us; boys of sixteen and
eighteen, armed with old toy weapons. Sometimes our

drawn

His fingers

"I was

went on,

patriotism. was

James Boyle

shells tore and scattered their legs and arms apart as
separate as the joints of meat on a killing floor. Death
isn‘t nice at any time, but when it pulls you apart,
and the tough corded muscles follow where they are

held tightest I tell you there must be a keener

pain there than any we know of."

When I awoke him

M there is a God: if
there is a hell, He will surely damn me in it But I

fear Him; I don‘t fear His hell, for I cannot

But

I have even

Here he sank into a reverie.

from it he‘went on bitterly.

don‘t

see it, I cannot smell it, I cannot hear its agonies.

I can see, and smell, and hear—Christ!

tasted the bodies of those I murdered in the war!
They come to me in the night, and in the night they
are most horrible, they are most real, then they over—
power reason, their wickedness is more than human, it‘s

fiendish.

"They laugh with unformed sounds, the half—natural

gibbering of apes. Their hands are cold and
as the hands of lizards, and their eyes burn venom

or implore mercy—eyes never indifferent, questioning,
questioning, questioning."

clammy

After a pause in which his eyes smouldered down to
indifference andthen seemed to shamedly apologize for
the intensity of his speech, he continued:

two men that I knew I had killed.

"After shooting the first felmw, I turned back when
the fight was over.

"I only saw

There were dozens of dead men

Iyving in queer huddled positions, limp as wet rags, the

a sleeping child assumes.  But
without paying any attention to the dead or to the
groans of the dying, I walked straight for the tree
which had sheltered the man I had just shot. Before
! got there the blood—madness had oozed out of my

position a dog or

heart. My stomach was sick, my nerves were raw,
and though I went forward I prayed that I might not
find him."

"Well," I said, prompting him while I watched the
emotions flit across his unhealthy yellow face, "was
he dead ?"

"Dead?" he replied. "Oh, yes! He died shudderingly
while I held him, died with his eyes imploring mine to
help him live. After I laid him down,
I saw a scapular around his neck with exactly the same

We
were brothers in the faith, and I had murdered him.

"I don‘t know how long I stood there watching his
rigid body become limp and cool; it might have been

He was young.

Latin words on it as on the one Mary gave me.

an hour, a week, or a minute. To me time had ceased,
while I became both judge and culprit, weighing my
acts.

"No man can appeal from the judgment of his own
soul. I wrote to Mary that night that I wanted to
desert and not lose her love. But San Francisco was
a long ways off, a city sweet with the familiar things
that keep us healthy—minded and sane, and she could
not understand.  Her answer intimated that I was
either too nervous, or else cowardly. So I stayed.

.

But
I commenced to haunt the battlefields.
"The dead pulled me out to view them. T tried to

preserve myhealth by reasoning out the morbid fascina—
tion they exerted upon me.

*
"I couldn‘t speak to the fellows about it—you know

how men And I had lost the old ideas which
For me there existed no moral excuse

for my acts as a soldier. God could not strengthen
me when the dead and bloated bodies stewing under

Soq

are.

justify war.

a tropic sun called insistently Tor me to come.

went, as mechanically as a murderer is said to return

to the scene of his crime.

"It was a compulsion. But when I sneaked shamedly

away from my companions, I pretended to myself that

I was seeking facts for my letters to Mary: which

would make her see war with my eyes. And so when

I crawled back weak and nauseated from my surfeit

of horror, I wrote to her, picturing over and over the

gruesome details—flesh, hair, teeth, blood, leering dis—

torted faces, everything which pertains to a good day‘s

work for a soldier,

"Christ! I was insane to endanger her affection.

But you know how a boy behaves.‘ He finds his first

intimate companionship with a woman, and he opens

his heart to her, in the belief that she understands.

Why, look here, when you were a boy, did you

ever have to kill some old pet dog of yours that had

become incurably sick? You saw how mercifully neces—

sary it was, but you hated the job, and when it was

done, the wag of his tail and the look in his eyes.

expressing confidence in you, his playmate—that stuck

with you, and bit into your mind for weeks after

you‘d shot him. God! I saw the same friendly look in

a man‘s eyes, and saw it swiftly replaced by surprise,

had been ripped by a

intestines were spilled out on

amazement and terror.  He

shell, and his steaming

I was running by where he lay screaming

in agony, imploring the aid I could not give. I—I

And then

I had saved for our marriage, and

So I drank craftily and

the ground.

ended his pain. I wrote to Mary of this.

I began to drink.

the money was at my disposal.

alone.

"I had to drink!. Soldiers should be cannibals—I

I lost the
companionship of my fellows, and finally her love.

couldn‘t eat meat except when I was drunk.

"Well, I gained by losing her. For my mind

had begun to play me a hideous trick: I could not

think of her without also thinking of those dead and
mangled bodies. Bodies bloated by the sun, with putrid
masses of flesh hanging like rags to the disclosed

And
sometimes in sleep I saw her moving over some battle—
field, walking like a sleepwalker in a fascinated search
for a more gruesome impression. Seeing her, I would
shout, ‘Now you know I‘m no coward! Now you see

Filthy! ‘There‘s blood on the hem of
your dress, and men‘s brains are sticking like mud to
your shoes. Go home!‘

"I always woke up from this dream in the middle
of the barrack floor, with two or more fellows hanging

bones, swam leering into my vision of her.

what war is !

Go home! Go home!

on to me. And my awaking meant the hospital and
a dose of morphine.

"Lord! those were pleasant days in the hospital—the
feel of the clean linen to my limbs, the quiet of the
ward with its noiseless attendants, the lassitude in—
duced by The
questions about my stomach. Ha! hal my stomach!

"Then, for no apparent reason except that I ex—
cludedall thoughts of Mary from my mind, I regained
my mental health. The horrible visions ceased to visit
me. I was back at my soldier‘s work, but I had be—
come callous to suffering. Seemingly I had exhausted
my fund of squeamishness.

the drug. doctors asked me foolish

Gruesomeness had lost its
And when in the course

of my work I had to deal with dead bodies, they no
longer set my flesh creeping. I felt like a reprieved
criminal, and in the reaction I was more than normally
bappy and companionable.

power to command my will. 
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"But it was a short respite. I was soon to experi—
ence the most appalling and yet the least—mentioned
disease of war, a disease with which war afflicts both
conqueror and conquered—Insanity.

"You were never in the Philippines: well, the dark—
ness is not absence of light, it‘s the presence of soot—
an impalpable soot without weight or stain—moist and
suffocating. You breathe with difficulty, your heart

flutters, you are always tired.

"Lord! the strange sounds at night on outpost. Some—
times it‘s insects with queer, raspy voices. You feel
them near you in the darkness, and wonder if they are

poisonous. Then the croak of the talking lizards, with

their taunting words which seem addressed to you,
and which explode upon the silence with the regularity

of a pulse—beat.

‘"The jungle grows stifling hot as the night pro—

gresses, but above the tree—tops you know the wind

is moving when the trees scrape against each other,
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making weird sounds like wet fingers drawn on glass.

Everything challenges attention, and lacks the sense

of security given by familiar things. Life becomes un—

real, nightmarish.

"The tall, slender bamboos, losing their heads in the

darkness above, bow with gravity and suppleness like

old—time gallants at a funeral. At such times one

muses and broods until reason scolds for giving way

to fancies, as when you strain your ears toward the

camp behind, fearing lest they have deserted you.

"I had been able to quiet my fear of insanity only

by keeping the thought of Mary out of my mind. The

thought of her was inseparably linked with the horror

I felt at war.

"But alone one night in that alien jungle, my nerves

keyed to its strange sounds, memory began to torment

me. I thought of the lovers‘ plans we had made to—

gether, the hopes we had built. I struggled against it,

but already the thought of Mary had made my present

 

loneliness unbearable. The oppressive isolation bore in

on my weakened will, crushed it—and I turned to

thoughts of her. There was one moment of sweetness

like a peaceful drug.  

"Then. . . . God! I can‘t describe it. In a moment

from out the shadowed places there swam toward me

all that I had seen of bloated, distorted dead bodies.

From all sides, from every tree, through the reeds—

they came, grinning, to kiss me, to crush their putrify—

ing flesh against mine, to attaint me with their. de—

 

composition.  And panie—stricken I ran—ran until the

jungle whipped my clothes to shreds, and left me

naked and spent, to fall exhausted into the arms of

another form more loathsome and leprous .

"They that in the asylum I was happy when

washing my hands, and clothing, and body. They ques—

 

tioned me about it. But I never told them.

I wanted to remove the smell.

"It is all that remains with me now—the smell."

   
Drawn by. Cornelia Barns.

t Honestly, Julia,

 

Wl’llcll DO You prefer—Brain or Brawn?"
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THE TROUBLE IN BUTTE
[Editor‘s note—This account of the recent labor riots in

Butte, Mont,, and the causes leading up to them, is from an
outside. professional investigator.]

June 13, 1878, Butte Miners‘ Union was or—

ganized, and every year since then the miners

of the camp have celebrated the day in an ap—

propriate manner.  It is known in Montana as

‘Miners‘ Union Day," and is observed much the same

as Labor Day in other sections of the country. There

has scarcely ever been less than five thousand miners

in line. To the music of brass bands, these human

earth worms marched with becoming pride through a

bank of cheering humanity, for all Montana bows with

religious reverence to these sons, who, with pick and

shovel, have contributed so much to her greatness.

But surely something has happened, for, on June 13,

1914, scarcely five hundred miners are in line, and it

is noticed that these are old men, and that, as they

march, they hang their heads. Instead of the jaunty

step of pride, they dog through the streets to the music

of bands theydo not hear. On the sidewalk are massed

thousands of people; they are there not to cheer, but

to jeer.

One‘s curiosity naturally prompts one to inquire into

this sudden change. And what one discovers is as in—

teresting as the human struggle itself, for it is the

human struggle.

Butte Miners‘ Union, No. 1, has been touted as the

greatest single labor union in the world, and perhaps,

judged from the American Federation of Labor stand—

ard, where the collection of per capita tax is of the

greatest importance, it was. But this jeering, cynical

crowd of angry people on the sidewalks proved beyond

a shadow of doubt that neither the people of Butte or

the rank and file of the miners thought so on June

13, 1914.

Suddenly, from out of the crowd, angry miners ran;

and rushed straight for the ponderous form of Bert

Riley, the president of the union.

horse, his head hitting the stars, for he was leading

the parade. But many men think they are leading a

parade when they are actually leading a funeral cortege.

The parade was dispersed, and Bert Riley and the

other officers fled for their lives. "To the hall!"—some—

one shouted, and thousands of feet turned toward the

old historical Miners‘ Union Hall on North Main

Street. The crowd smashed out the windows and

crawled into the building. Immediately papers, type—

writers, cash registers, journals, ledgers, desks, chairs,

etc., were hurled through the windows into the street.

Then upstairs the crowd surged, and broke into the

room where the clerks and judges, ten m number, had

already been eleven days counting about six hundred

ballots cast at the last election.

ond—story windows, came ballot boxes, ballots, whiskey

kegs, wine cases, beer kegs, champagne cases, the act—

ing Mayor, chairs, tables, radiators,

Bert Riley was on a

Then, out of the sec—

carpets, chande—

liers, the charter; then down the steps came tumbling‘

the twelve hundred dollar piano. It was a nice wreck—

I might say picturesque.

While all this was taking place, about twenty men

were attacking the great safe with sledges.

safe stood in the corner window and was one of the

first things to attract the attention of curious visitors.

Great miners, used to "slinging the sledge," beat upon

it, pried it about, but it was "burglar proof." The

Sheriff and police force came down with a truck to

rescue the safe, and take it to the City Hall. The

safe was put on the truck by perspiring policemen and

This great

M. Rhea

Deputy Sheriffs. After it was safely aboard, a miner

mounted on top ofit.

"All those in favor of taking it to the City Hall,

say Aye," he called to the crowd, but there were no

‘"All those in favor of taking it to the Court

e, say Aye." No "Ayes." "All those in favor of

taking it to the Flat, say Aye." Five thousand "Ayes"

filled the air.

The police and Sheriff force began to protest. The

Sheriff began to threaten. The miner on top of the

safe lit a cigarette, seated himself, crossed his legs,

clasped

smoke in the

Sheriff‘s face, and said, "L should wiggle." Then he

turned to the driver, "To the Flat, Mike," he said.

The truck moved down the street. The miner on the

safe insolently surveyed the upturned faces of the

jeering, cheering, applauding crowd; his head, too,

The police and Sherifi‘s force

came along unmolested and unmolesting.

tilted his hat back to a very waggish angle,

his knees in his hands, blew some

was touching the stars.

It was some

jubilee.

On every corner the vote was repeated, with the

When the mob reached the tity limits,same. result.

the policé force returned.. When they got to the Flat,

safe got to his feet, and said, "All

those in favor of dynamiting her, say Aye." ‘ A multi—

tude of "Ayes."

"Ayes."

"You keep the crowd back," the miner said to the

Then, in

the miner on the

"All those opposed, say Aye." No

Sheriff‘s deputies, "so they won‘t get hurt."

a very leisurely way, they proceeded to dump the safe

off the truck and prepare the dynamite; the Sheriff‘s

force was very busy keeping back the curious, in much

the same manner as if they were keeping back the

eager fans at a ball game.

After the safe had been "blown," they took out the

money ($1,600) and valuable papers, then turned them

over to.a "red—headed stranger," who, after giving his

sacred word of honor that they should be preserved,

tucked the little black tin box under his arm and dis—

appeared in the crowd.

That is what occurred, and for the following rea—

sons: —Butte Miners‘ Union the earliest

days, been used as a political tool. That has been its

mission in the world. Daly used it. Clark used it.

The Amaigamated used it. And, while it is true that

the miners have received some benefit from being the

has, from

tool, those who used the tool were always the greatest

gainers. Clark paid off a mortgage on the hall and

they helped to United States

Heinze gave them a temporary increase in wages and

they elected his ticket to the Legislature. When this

aggregation got to the Capitol, they proceeded to pass

the miners‘ eight—hour law, which is still in force

After that the world was Heinze‘s.

After Heinze lost control, the Amaigamated used the

union; more particularly in the control of conventions

than in any other way. But, while they were doing so, a

new element began to appear—the radical propagandist.

make him Senator.

Some of them taught Socialism, some anarchism. but

there was no one familiar enough with, or interested
enough in, the two doctrines, to distinguish between

But they, nevertheless, after years of effort,

But those

who were mentally "direct actionists" and those who

them.

succeeded in electing a city administration.

were simon pure "parliamentary actionists," although
having made common cause against a common enemy,

found that they could not work—in harmony. The city

administration could do but little more than give a

good, clean administration—which it did. But the

direct actionists wanted some great dream to come

true.

But while this propaganda work was going on, the

company, through the union‘s inner circle, was fight—

ing the Socialists as hard as it could, the question

finally narrowing down to the matter of control.

The inner circle, or the "clear ins" of the union, con—

sisted of Dennis Murphy, Jerry Egan and Jim Shay, al

good Irishmen and good Democrats. Then, just around

the outside of this aggregation, were the "near ins," or

the Republicans. Murphy was running for the Legisla—

ture and all the other lesser lights were helping him.

On the night before election they pulled this off:

The Democrats had a band wagon and appropriate

fireworks—and air works, of the Westinghouse brand,

which are always used to put on the brakes—and when

the crowd had been worked up to about the right

pitch, Egan grabbed a flag and jabbed it into a by—

stander‘s face, "Kiss it, you damned Socialist," he

yelled.

But, as the stick on the flag had jabbed the fellow in

the eye, he naturally brushed it away hastily. The

flag was dropped to the ground trampled upon by the

crowd, then, with a yell, they broke after the fellow

who had been jabbed in the eye, but he succeeded in

getting away, so they just took right after another

fellow, who was chased through the streets by thousands

of patriots, who claimed that the "damned Socialists"

had torn down the flag and trampled on it. When the

mob cornered and finally caught the "scamp," they

made the pleasing discovery that he was a Republican.

But the ruse worked and it beat the Socialists.

This incident is one of many which have engendered

bitterness in the union, for the Socialists contend that

they are the only ones who could help the miners, and

with their ideas most of the miners are in sympathy;

and when the men these miners are paying a salary, or

have paid a salary to, deliberately band themselves to—

gether and fight the Socialists in such a mean and

petty way, it adds fuel to the flame.

As the majority that was back of the "clear ins" and

"near ins" became smaller, more drastic and arbitrary
methods were used by them to keep control, until even
the semblance of democracy had disappeared. Men
were ejected from the hall, hooted down, intimidated,

As a last resort, the miners in the Black

Rock and Speculator—who were most active as a group
against the "clear ins"—were allowed to lapse in their

insulted.

dues. This was done in order to exclude them from
the coming election.

The feeling against the American Federation of
Labor is perhaps responsible to a large degree. The
laboring men in this camp have come to the conclusion
that craft unionism has done everything it can to ad—
vance the interests of the working class. They view
the contract of a craft union with an employer as a
partnership arrangement. They contend that the craft
union seeks only to better the conditions of the craft—
man to the exclusion—except in a few instances—and
detriment of the common laborer. They contend that
the capitalist is placed in much the same position today
as the feudal lords were when they had, finally, to take
into partnership the lesser chiefs and leaders of robber
bands in order to perpetuate their domination over the

masses of those times.

The A. F. of L. believes in the partnership  of 
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the ten per cent.—this will be denied by their lead—

ers but it is true even though they may not be conscious

of it—the simon pure industrial unionist believes in the

partnership of the one hundred per cent. And the

latter idea, so they contend, is gaining ground every

day, and in all parts of America. In Butte it is merely

more acute, more pronounced, better understood by the

rank and file, and was one of the big contributing

causes of the riots which were the means adopted of

putting the "clear ins" and "near ins" out.

Perhaps the second riot could have been avoided

had not the "clear ins" and "near ins" joined hands

on a "stick‘to it" program. Of course they made some

concessions, such as the resignation of all local officials

and a willingness to submit to a new election, but the

industrial idea would not be conceded.

On the night of June 23, the "clear ins" and "near

ins," and the faithful old miners who have stuck

through thick and thin, met for the purpose of hear—

ing the above plan read by Mr. Moyer. A crowd of

curiosity seekers and secessionists gathered about the

hall. The latter were plainly there for the purpose of

intimidating the timid and "joshing" the "stick to its"

who intended to attend the meeting. I do not believe

there was any organized understanding as to violence,

although there might have been. The crowd, as all

such crowds will do, edged closer and closer about the

entrance to the hall. Some in the crowd were shouting,

calling and threatening. sta—

tioned at the door to examine cards, deserted his post.

 

The sentinel, who w

As soon as he did so, a "stick to it" by the name of

Bruno approached the door.

timidating. tactics.

The crowd began in—

Bruno turned in the doorway and

said to the crowd: "I do not interfere with you and

you can‘t interfere with me."

Now the psychological effect of all this upon those

upstairs must be taken into consideration: the door—

keeper had deserted his post under the impression that

the crowd intended violence; Bruno coming to the door

and making a speech naturally led them to believe that

some agitator was actually urging them to rush the

hall; then, when Bruno turned and started upstairs,

they imagined that he was leading the attack. The

firing down the stairway followed, and Bruno was hit

in the face. Those in the anteroom upstairs immedi—

ately rushed to the windows, threw them up and fired

on the crowd outside, wounding two bystanders and

killing another.

The sight of Noy, who was killed, and Bruno, who

was thought to be fatally wounded, so incensed the

crowd that all restraint was thrown aside. Many, per—

haps a score, drew revolvers and began firing at the

hall. Others ran for high—power rifles, which were

used with supposedly good effect.

least some of the crowd was to kill every man—some

The desire of at

two hundred—in the hall. But soon it dawned upon

the crowd, which had suddenly been transformed into

a mob, that the rifle and revolver shots were futile.

A small number thenwithdrew in search of dynamite.

They went to the Stewart mine and, after holding up

the engineer, were lowered into the mine, taken to the

powder room, where they helped themselves to 250

pounds of giant powder, and returned to the hall. A

secondtrip was made later.

Now, a peculiar thing occurred. The first frenzy

was gone and an orderly determination to blow down

the hall with the least possible fuss had takenits place

I have been told by numerous eye—witnesses that it

was the "most orderly crowd of cut—throat murderers

and dynamiters ever assembled in the world.". Some

six or eight men took charge of the situation and went

about their work with such a cheerful assurance of

ultimate success as to excite the admiration and ap—

plause of the multitude. Some there were who wanted

to put the entire 250 pounds under the hall and blow
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it skywards in one blast, but this was objected to by

one very cool—headed individual of about nineteen

years, for, as he contended, that would not only de—

stroy the "Hall," but also most of the other property

in the city. The job was then turned over to him, and

he proceeded to place the "shots" in such a way, and

in just such amounts, as to blow down the hall instead

of blowing it up. h

When a shot had been set and the fuse lit, these calm

dynamiters would run out into the street and> shout

"Fire! fire!" and at the same time shoot about fifty

times into the air.  Instantly the crowd would turn and

take to their heels. Down the hill they would go hel—

ter—skelter like leaves before a mad autumn wind. And

away would go the police and sheriff‘s force with them.

In fact, there are some who testify to the fact that

the police and sherifi‘s force must have been appointed

for their sole ability to run, for most of them showed

speedfar superior to the rest of the crowd.

There was one spectator who didn‘t run, and that

a yellow cur dog, who took up a position directly in

 

 

Can HC Save Hcr?

The fear of a general strike undoubtedly held

Italy back from taking sides at the beginning of
the war. A revolutionary uprising of the workers
a short time ago showed the government what it

might expect.
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front of the hall, and no amount of dynamite or flying

brickbats could budge him from his place of vantage.

At every blast—and there were twenty—three in all—

ranging from ten pounds to sixty pounds of dynamite

at a time—this good dog would wiggle his tail, but that

was all.

But, fortunately, the occupants in the hall had

escaped.  John C. Lowney says, "It was a masterly re—

treat." .Those 200 men had to get down a fire escape

in the teeth of at least some armed men, and from the

very fact that they went down in an orderly, cool and

determined manner shows that the "clear ins," "near

ins" and "stick to its" were men of mettle. In fact,

there was a blind miner, who weighed 18o pounds

dressed, in the hall. It was absofutely impossible for

him to get out, and yet he had to get out. So Jerry

Egan just took him on his back and carried him down,

which explains, perhaps more than anything else, just

why Jerry is one of the "clear ins"!

   Drawn by Maurice Becker,
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Drawn by John Sloan.

His Master: "You‘ve done very well. Now vTHE MASSES, Sept, 1914 
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No Jl'nvgoism Here‘

44 LL the world knows that the struggle against

Germany is civilization against barbarism."

No, this is not an English politician or a French

general speaking. It is Henri Bergson, distinguished

philosopher,

speaking for it.

especial right to say so.

and

"has

addressing the French Academy,

"Our Academy," he went on,

Devoted mainly to the study

of psychologic, moral and social questions, the Acad—

emy is simply doing its scientific duty in recognizing

German brutality and cynicism as a retrogression to a

savage state."

In an equally "scientific‘ mood a German savant was

recently heard to explain that the interests of civiliza—

tion required a German victory in the war. With the

German ‘ for expansion satisfied, he stated,

Europe would progress to undreamed—of heights of

He remarked that he was not actuated by any

"libido‘

culture.

"patriotic‘ motives in saying this—he was speaking as

a disinterested scientific observer.

But M. Bergson, further in his speech, said: "Our

colleagues, the Grand Duke Nicolas Mikhailovitch, is

now with the Russian army. Let us send him the salu—

tation of the Academy and France."

This calm philosopher should be given credit for al—

lowing some share of the "elan wvital" which pushes

mankind upward and on, to another country—even if

it is a country which sends men.to Siberia for their

opinions.

The Dumping-Ground

OME congressman wants a law to prohibit the re—

turn of workingmen who went back to Europe to

fight. A law anticipating the influx of the banished

riff—raff of European royalty after the

war would be more to the point.

A Stirn‘ng‘ Week

The Horrors of War as Viewed

l)y a Gentleman in Wall Street

Wepntsbay, July 29—A ticklish time.

"Kronprinzessin Cecilie" sailed for Ply—

mouth and Cherbourg with $10,000,000 in

gold and $3,000,000 in silver. Praying that

Europe will keep her self—control until it

arrives.

Thurs., July 30—Bad_news. Shells

struck Franco—Servian and Androvitch

Belgrade. _M. .Androvitch

Protests lodged at the German

They should be more careful.

Fri., July 31.—Worse. New York Stock

Exchange closed. Three failures. Rela—

tives and friends in Europe cannot cash

checks. This is serious.

Sat, Aug. 1.—Grave anxicties.

prinzessin Cecilie" not heard from.

Sun., Aug. 2—Rumored "Cecilie" will

proceed direct to Bremen. Will Germany

confiscate gold? This suspense is awful.

Mon., Aug. 3.—Bankers confer

McAdoo and plan to meet crisis. Rumor

"Cecilie" captured by English warships.

Strong men break down and weep all over

their mahogany office furniture,

Tue., Aug. 4—"Cecilie" back in Ameri—

Gold safe. All is well!

banks in

wounded.

legation.

"Kron—

with

Drawn

can port.
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Dist[nguished Conduct

“A GERMAN officer and several German soldiers

who surrendered in the course of the fighting

at Liege said that they did so because they were So—

cialists and believed the aggression of Germany to be
unjust."

This paragraph in the news dispatches, coming via
Brussels and London, may be untrue, but it is confirmed

If it is true, it spells
more for Germany‘s future than a victory won by

by another dispatch from Paris.

machine—like, opinionless legions. The courace it takes
to defy military tradition in the interests of convic—
tion, is a courage that will make the armies of a Ger—
man Socialist republic invincible against the world.

LAUGH IT OFF

H;\Vli the Trusts devoured your pay?

Laugh it off.

Do they cheat you night and day?

Laughit off.

Don‘t make tragedy of trifles,

Don‘t shoot butterflics with rifles—

Laugh it off.

Has the landlord raised your rent?

Laugh it off.

Have you spent your bottom cent?

Laugh it off.

If it‘s sanity you‘re after,

There‘s

Laugh it off.

no recipe like laughter—

Bortox Hart..

by Maurice Becker,

HEARST! "MY, WHAT INHUMAN BRUTES THESE

EUrorEANs arE!"

A Menance to Morality

URING the European war only the most important

items of domestic news will be given a place in

American newspapers. One of the events which, along

with the patriotic activities of our bankers, is found

worthy of chronicling in metropolitan newspapers, is the

protest of summer colonists at Patchogue, L. I., against

the conduct of the women of Patchogue, "said to be

bathing in

and then changing into their clothes "in the tall grass"

By careful watching, and by the aid

of field—glasses, these shameful facts have been estab—

lished, and an indignant protest to the Town Board is

the result., A strong police patrol for the beach is

Even the prospect of the downfall of civi—

lization in a universal Armageddon cannot render us

mostly millhands," in their nightgowns

near the beach.

asked for.

insensible to the defiance that these actions of the

millwomen of Patchogue offer to Christian morality,

which as everyone knows is bound up with the conven—

tional two—picee bathing suit, and stands or falls with

the bathhouse at 25 cents per.

On the Wa:iting’ List

UCHL\'A has declared her neutrality.". So there

will be peace in that quarter of the globe—but

will there?

The tyranny of Yuan Shi Kai has been upheld only

by his army, paid with European gold. The European

bankers need their money.

ut the withdrawal of that money means the collapse
of Yuan Shi Kai‘s power.

And meanwhile Sun Yat Sen is in Japan organizing

another Chinese revolution.

True. If Interesting

YOUNG man writes us that he re—

cently applied for help at the em—

ployment bureau of the Y. M. C. A. They

took his fifty cents, and three months

later sent him to see a prospective em—

ployer. The employer gave him a job on

a week‘s probation.

Before the week was up the young man

received a bill from the Y. M. C. A. for

$17.50—half a week‘s salary plus a year‘s

membership dues in the Y. M. C. A. He

wants to know our opinion of the

YMt—C..A

We think that he should hold up an

all—night restaurant and pay his dues.

In the course of a year‘s association

with the Christian gentlemen who manage

the Y. M. C. A. he could learn enough

about the principles of successful business

to lay the foundation for a prosperous

career.

This "bill for services" may be the turn—

ing point in a life destined to go down to
posterity in the text—books of "Success."

Fashion Note

ONE of the results of the war will be

that the women will wear Belgian

Or —perhaps — red

sashes in honor of a "Berlin Commune."

blouses next year. 



The Importance of Being A

Good Dog

¢eTHE Canine Factor in Industrial Efficiency in

the South," would make a good title for an

article in one of our success magazines. The facts,

which we glean from an article in the Presbyterian

Continent, should be interesting alike to efficiency—

enthusiasts and dog—lovers.

It seems that "a hound—dog with a good nose for

scenting [Negro] convicts is an object of no little pride

and care in a turpentine camp."  Once a week the dogs

are "rehearsed" in their work. On Sunday evening one

of the convicts is chosen to assist in a "nigger chase."

He is set loose in the woods, and the hounds and guards

follow. Thus the dogs are kept in training for the

real event, which occasionally takes place—the escape

of a Negro convict.

The importance of the dog‘s work will be realized

when it is stated that the convicts have been "Ieased"

by the camp contractor for $400 a head from an asso—

ciation, which in turn leases them from the State

["not only in Florida but in Alabama and other States")

for $281.60. The loss of a few of these men would be

a serious matter "even for a camp where the profit

from turpentine and resin the year before is said to

have been $25,000."

The Negroes, of course, are secured by the State

through the operation of the criminal laws, and in a

dearth of real offenders, by means of the Vagrancy

law.  Vagrancy, as everyone knows, is simply being

out of a job and without visible means of support.

Thus the indirect effect of the arrangement is to solve,

in a statesmanlike and efficient manner, the problem of

wnemployment in the South.

The writer in the Continent, who has observed these

facts, is distressed at the lack of "systematic mission

work" among the convicts.

Economy

E see by his recent biography that if the books

and pictures which Anthony Comstock has seized

"were to be transported, this would require sixteen

freight cars, fifteen of them loaded with ten tons each

and the other nearly full. If the persons arrested were

to be transported, sixty—one passenger coaches would

be required, each with a seating capacity of sixty per—

sons—sixty cars filled and the other nearly full."

Yes, but why transport them?  Why not just trans—

port Anthony?

Dang‘erous Foreigners

HERE is some truth in the bourgeois opinion that

all "foreigners" are "dangerous"—this much, at .

least, that foreigners are not so easily paralyzed by

patriotism.

A foreigner is a man away from home. And a man

away from home is more likely to exercise indepen—

dent judgment, both about home matters and other

matters, than one who never got out of the hole in his

own doorstep.

A boy is never free until he has gone away to work.

It is the same case. Piety and patriotism are both

yielding somewhat to the development of transporta—

tion.

THE D RUG!} CLER K
Eunice Tietjens

HE drug clerk stands behind the counter,

Young and dapper, debonair.

Before him burn the great unwinking lights,

The hectic stars of city nights,

Red as hell‘s pit, green as a mermaid‘s hair.

A queer half—acrid smell is in the air.

Behind him on the shelves in ordered rows

With strange abbreviated names

Dwell half the facts of life. That young man knows

Bottled and boxed and powdered here

Dumb tragedies, deceptions, secret shames,

And comedy and fear.

Sleep slumbers here, like a great quiet sea

Shrunk to this bottle‘s compass, sleep that brings

Sweet respite from the teeth of pain

To those poor tossingthings

That the white nurses watch so thoughtfully.

And here again

Dwell the shy souls of Maytime flowers

That shall make sweeter still those poignant hours

When wide—eyed youth looks on the face of love.

And, for those others who have found too late

The bitter fruit thereof,

Here are cosmetics, powders, paints—the arts

That hunted women use to hunt again

With scented flesh for bait.

And here is comfort for the hearts

Of sucking babes in their first teething pain.

Here dwells the substance of huge fervid dreams,

Fantastic, many—colored, shot with gleams

Of ecstacy and madness, that shall come

To some pale twitching sleeper in a bunk.

And here is courage, cheaply bought,

To cure a sick blue funk.

And dearly paid for in the final sum.

Here in this powdered fly is caught

Desire more ravishing than Tarquin‘s, rape

And bloody—handed murder. And at last

When the one weary hope is past

Here is the sole escape,

The little postern in the house of breath

Where pallid fugitives keep tryst with death.

All this the drug clerk knows, and there he stands

Young and dapper, debonair.

He rests a pair of slender hands,

Much manicured, upon the counter there

And speaks: "No, we don‘t carry no pomade.

We only cater to the high class trade. 
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PHAFE TSR AD E R S‘
[This article is written by a well—known American author

and war—correspondent who is compelled by arrangements with
another publication to withhold his name.]

HE Austro—Servian conflict is a mere bagatelle—
I as if Hoboken should declare war on Coney

Island—but all the Civilization of Europe is
drawn in.

The. real War, of which this sudden outburst of
death and destruction is only an incident, began long
ago. It has been raging for tens of years, but its
battles—have been so little advertised that they have
been hardly noted. It is a clash of Traders.

It is well to remember that the German empire began
as a business agreement. Bismarck‘s first victory was
the "Zollverein," a tariff agreement between a score of
petty German principalities. This Commercial League
was solidified into a powerful State by military vic—
tories. It is small wonder that German business men
believe that their trade development depends on force.

"Ohne Armee, kein Deutschland" is not only the
motto of the Kaiser and the military caste. The suc—
cess of the Militarist propaganda of the Navy League
and other such jingo organizations depends on the fact
that nine Germans out of ten read history that way.
There never was any Germany  worth talking about
except when, under the Great Elector, Frederick the
Great, and Bismarck, the Army was strong.

It is this beltef, that the power and prosperity of
Germany depends on its Army, which explains the sur—
prising fact that one of the most progressive, cultured
and intellectually free mations on earth allows the
Kaiser to kaise.

The progressive burghers of Germany would have
put an end to "personal government" and military
dominition long ago if they had not believed that they
were threatened bytheir neighbors, that their very ex—
istence hinged on the strength of their Army.  They
have grumbled under their grievous taxes, but in the
end they have paid, because they believed they were
menaced.

And they were menaced.

After the Franco—Prussian war of 1870 came the
"grunderseit"—the  "foundation

—

period." Everything
German leaped forward in a stupendous impulse of
growth.

The withdrawal of the German mercantile marine
from the sea has reminded us of the world wide im—
portance of their transportation services. All these
great German fleets of ocean liners and merchantmen
have sprung into being since 870. In steel manufac—
ture, in textile work, in mining and trading, in every
branch of modern industrial and commercial life, and
also in population, German development has been equally
amazing.

But geographically all fields for development were
closed.

In the days when there had been no army and no
united Germany, the English and French had grabbed
all the earth and the fulness thereof.

No colonial markets—on which her rivals subsist—
were left open to Germany except some scattered tribes
of African Negroes, who will buy nothing but calico
and rum.

England and France met German development with
distrust and false sentiments of Peace. "We do not
intend to grab any more territory.  The Peace of
Europe demands the maintenance of the Status Quo."
With these words scarcely cold on her lips, Great

Britain took South Africa. And pretended to endless

surprise and grief that the Germans did not applaud
this closing of another market.

In 1909, King Edward—a great friend of Peace—
after long secret conferences, announced the Entente
Cordiale, whereby France promised to back up England
in absorbing Egypt, and England pledged itself to sup—
port France in her Morocco adventure.

The news of this underhand "gentleman‘s agreement"
a storm. The Kaiser, in wild indignation,

othing can happen in Europe without

caused

shouted that "

my consent."

The Peace—lovers of London and Paris agreed that
this threat of war was very rude. But they were
getting what they wanted without dirtying their hands
in blood, so they consented to a Diplomatic Conference
at ‘Algeciras. France solemnly promised not to annex
Morocco, and above all pledged

.

herself to maintain
"the Open Door." Every one was to have an equal
commercial chance. The storm blew over.

The unbiased observer must admit that the Kaiser
had made a rude noise. But after all, why should any—
thing happen in Europe without Germany being con—
sulted? ‘There are half a hundred million Teutons in
Central Europe. They certainly have a stake in the
fate of the Continent.

It was bad form for the War Lord to let off bom—
bastic epigrams and to "rattle his sword." But it was
bad faith for pretended advocates of Peace to conspire
in secret conclave to back each other up in repudiating
their engagements to preserve the Status Quo.

One example out of a thousand of how the French
observed their pledge to maintain an Open Door in
Morocco is furnished by the method of buying cloth
to uniform the Moorish army.

In accordance with the "Act of Algeciras," which re—
quired that all contracts should be put up at interna—
tional auction, it was announced that the Sultan had
decided on a large order of khaki to make uniforms
for his soldiers. "Specifications" would be published
on a certain day—in accordance to the law—and the
cloth manufacturers of the world were invited to be
present.

The "Specifications" demanded that the cloth should
be delivered in three months and that it should be of

"But,"
protested the representative of a German firm, "there
are no looms in the world of that width. It would

But it developed that a

of Lyons

a certain width—three yards, as I remember.

take months to build them."
far—seeing—or

—

fore—warned—manufacturer
had installed the necessary machines a few months be—
fore. He got the contract.

The Ambassador at Tangier has had to hire extra
clerks to forward to Berlin the complaints of German
merchants, protesting against the impossibleness

.

of
France‘s "Open. Doo

For a couple of decades the Germans have felt that
their normal industrial development was being checked

#

on every hand—not— by the forces of nature, nor their
own  shortcomings, but by wilful, hostile, organized
opposition.

Perhaps the most exasperating thing of all has been

A group of Ger—
man capitalists secured a franchise for a
open up Asia Minor by way of Bagdad and the Persian
Gulf.

just the kind of commercial outlet they needed. The
scheme was blocked by England on the pretext that
such a railroad might be used by the Kaiser to send
his army half way round the world to steal India.

the row over the Bagdad Railroad.

railroad to

It was an undeveloped country which offered

W —A‘K
But the Germans understood very well that the Eng—

lish merchants and ship owners did not want to have

their monopoly of Indian trade threatened.

Even when they scored this big commercial victory—

the blocking of the Bagdad Railroad—the English diplo—

mats protested their love of Peace and their pure—

hearted desire to preserve the Status Quo. It was at

this juncture that a Deputy in the Reichstag said, "The

Status.Quo is an aggression."

The situation in short is this. German Capitalists

more profits. English and French Capitalists
want it all. This War of Commerce has gone on for
years, and Germany has felt herself worsted. Every
year she has suffered some new setback. The com—

mercial "smothering" of Germany is a fact of current

want

history.

This effort to crowd out Germany is frankly ad—
mitted by the economic and financial writers of England
and France. It comes out in a petty and childish way
in the popular attempts to boycott things "Made in
Germany."  On a larger scale it is embodied in "en—
tentes" and secret treaties. Those who treat of the
subject in philosophical phrascology justify it by re—
ferring to the much abused "Struggle for Existence."
But at any time in the last few years sincerely liberal
ministries in Paris and London could easily have made
friends with Germany—and the Kaiset would have
crumbled into dust.

There can be nothing surer than that the Germans as
a whole are not bellicose, that they support the Kaiser
and all the heavy charge of militarism because they
know they are menaced.

Instead of granting the few concessions called for by
their young and aspiring rival, England and France
tighten their strangline grasp. Posing as Apostles of
Peace, the smotherers say "Don‘t struggle" to their
victim. "Above all, don‘t draw the sword—that isn‘t
Christ—like,"

There is no reason to doubt that in this sudden crisis
the statesmen of London and Paris sincerely desired
"Peace." War is a gamble. The "peaceful," bloodless
process of Smothering is surer—and safer.
"Every year of peace," another leader of German

public opinion exclaims, "is for us a defeat!"  And
every German business man believed him. And every
German workingman, who thinks that his own welfare
depends on the prosperity of his employer, believed
it, too.

No wonder that the industrial classes of Germany—
although they are better educated than their English
competitors, progressive than
French  rivals—support the military tyranny of the

Peace means gradual ruin. In the appeal to
arms there is at least a chance of victory.

more alive and their

Kaiser.

No one can have a more utter abhorrence of Mili—
tarism than I. No one can wish more heartily that
the shame of it may be erased from our century.

.

"It
is neither by parliamentary oratory nor the votes of ma—
jorities that the great questions of the day can be
solved but by blood and iton"—"durch und
Blut"—these words of Bismarck‘s are the motto of the

Nothing stands more squarely in the path
of democratic progress.

And no recent words have seemed to me so. ludi—
crously condescending as the Kaiser‘s speech to "his"
people when he said that in this supreme crisis he
freely

Eisen

Reaction.

forgave all those who had ever opposed him
I am ashamed that in this day in a civilized country
any one can speak such archaic nonsense as that speech
contained. 



But worse than the "personal government" of the

Kaiser, worse even than the brutalizing ideals he boasts

of standing for, is the raw hypocrisy of his armed

foes, who shout for a Peace which their greed has
rendered impossible.

More nauseating than the crack—brained bombast of

the Kaiser is the editorial chorus in America which

pretends to believe—would have us believe—that the

White and Spotless Knight of Modern Democracy is

marching against the Unspeakably Vile Monster of

Medieval Militarism.

What has democracy to do in alliance with Nicholas,

the Tsar? Is it Liberalism which is marching from

the Petersburg of Father Gapon, from the Odessa of

Pogroms? Are our editors naive enough to believe
this?

No. There is a falling out among commercial rivals.

One side has observed the polite forms of Diplomacy

and has talked of "Peace"—relying the while on the

eminently pacific Navy of Great Britain and the Army

of France and on the millions of semi—serfs whom they

have bribed the Tsar of All the Russias (and The

Hague) to scourge forward against the Germans. On

the otherside there has been rudeness—and the hideous

Gospel of Blood and Tron.

We, who are Socialists, must hope—we may even

expect—that out of this horror of bloodshed and dire

destruction will come far—reaching social changes—and

a long step forward towards our goal of Peace among

Men.

But we must not be duped by this editorial buncombe

about Liberalism going forth to Holy War against

Tyranny.

This is not Our War.

A Good Lawyer

ED\VARD B. STANWOOD, the District Attorney

of Yuba County, California, secured a sentence

of life—imprisonment for Ford and Suhr, two leaders

of the hop—pickers‘ strike last summer. He did this by

turning the case over to a gang of Burns detectives

who tortured and intimidated the necessary witnesses

Even so, he could not

have won the case, in face of the evident innocence of

to a "conspiracy to murder."

the prisoners, had not wealth, newspapers, and "in—

fluential friends" wanted it won.

Stanwood himself is so distinguished a power in

these proceedings, that when he was called before the

Supreme Court to present an argument on the

appeal, they say he forgot it was a "conspiracy

to murder," and argued for a conspiracy to

Carlin, the special prosecutor

in the first trial (also special attorney for the

Hop—Growers), was so disgusted he stamped

out of the court room; and the judges so mer—

ciful that they stopped the trial and asked for

written briefs !

resist arrest!

The Time Has Come

THE German Socialists just before the war

had collected 37,000 cases of "military

cruelty."  Remember that all the victims in

these cases, soldiers, civilians and their

friends, are looking for revenge. There is a

war within this war, but don‘t expect to read

about it in the censored press dispatches.

FATEND

THE MASSES

Open Shop Feminism

PROUD—MINDED man and a proud—minded

woman have to fight it out, in Mrs. Peattie‘s

feminist novel,* as to which shall give up a "life work"

for the other. They fight to a climax in the last chap—

ter when, after wrestling each through a sad lonely

night, they meet upon a mountain top within shouting

distance though separated by a narrow gorge, and

there strike colors to each other—or nail their colors

to the mast together, as you may wish to see it.

"What did you mean by staying up here?" she asked

him. "I was terrified——"

"I came up to think things out."

"Have you?"

"Nes""

"Well?"

"Kate, we must be married."

"Yes," laughed Kate, "I*know it."

"But—"

"Yes," called Kate, "that‘s it, But——"

"But you shall do your work: I shall do mine."

"I know," said Kate, "that‘s what I meant to say

to you.

and good."

There‘s more than one way of being happy

That is one thing to be learned from Mrs. Peattie‘s

Another is that a thoughtful person like the

author, a free woman ready to go that length in "fem—

book.

inism," may still be willing to remain totally ignorant

and unsympathetic toward the vivid fight for human

liberty that is in progress around her.

Is it absolutely essential to art, I wonder, that every

bourgeois novelist should refer to the walking delegate

in a labor dispute as "drunk and irresponsible"?  With

all his faults the walking delegate practically never is

But even suppose he were, do the workers fol—

They follow him be—

cause, drunk or sober, he tells them something they

drunk.

low him because he is drunk?

believe and know.

I notice that Mrs. Peattie says, when she‘s speaking

of militancy in the woman movement, "If men were

fighting for some new form of liberty, we should think

them heroic."

That is to justify Mrs. Pankhurst. But in her Colo—

rado labor camp where the men are fighting for a new

form of liberty, namely the liberty guaranteed by col—

lective bargaining, she talks about them as though they

were a pack of dirty, spying, blood—thirsty fools. She

* Tms Prrcirtce, by Elia W. Peattie. Houghton Miffin Co.
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talks like the ignorant middle—class women of Trinidad,

voting citizens of Colorado. Only give them a chance

to block the struggle for human freedom in the name

of social consciousness, that‘s all they ask,

Well—never mind! —The book will be read by ladies

who are already horrified at walking delegates. It will

not alter their opinion, and it will tell them some

things about their own lives at least,

Friends ancl Enemies

i4 HE Germany of Goethe and Beethoven has not

"We

which

an enemy on earth," says Bernard Shaw.

have had enough of the Germany of Bismarck,

all the world loathes."

We have had enough, too, of the England of big bat—

We have had enough

We have

tleships and colonial imperialism.

of the Russia of pogroms and the knout.

had enough of Gallic "revanche."

"Germany," says Shaw, "is so important a factor in

the work of civilization that we must aim finally at the

conservation of her power, to defend her Russian fron—

ties."

So the Allies are to conclude the conquest of Ger—

many by a war among themselves, a la the Balkan

allies—England and France against Russia?

The Russia of Dostoievsky, of Tschaikowsky, or for

that matter, of Mordkin, has not an enemy in the

The Slavic genius is so important a factor in

the work of civilization that we must aim finally at the

world.

conservation of its magnificent powers.

Socialists are not to be fooled by capitalism‘s old

trick of setting up this race or that as the enemy of

Not Germany, or Russia, or Turkey, or

The

civilization.

Japan, or China, is the enemy of civilization.

enemy of civilization is Business For Profit.

Apology

“’E shall refrain from explaining in detail the

armies and

warring nations this month, as the man whose cousin

was once in the militia is out of town, and the man

who owns a yacht is indisposed. This puts us at a

disadvantage with the magazines which have "military

experts" on their staff, but we must ask our readers

movements of the navies of the

to bear with us.

Speaking of Women—

INDIGNJ\NTLY, in a recent number of

Life, Edward S. Martin bursts out and

asks Robert Herrick, the novelist, what he

thinks of the kind of feminism preached

in the July number of Masses.

We don‘t know: but we don‘t mind saying

that we like Mr. Herrick‘s kind of feminism,

as set forth by implication in his new novel,

"Clark‘s Field" (Macmillan). Mr. Herrick is

dissatisfied with women. He wants them to

get on faster—to think, feel and act up to the

standards of civilized life. Mr. Martin is dis—

satisfied with them, too—they are getting on

too fast. He bids them remember their grand—

mothers. Which is one reason why they pre—

fer Mr. Herrick. They don‘t like to be

scolded—but they know the difference between

a living voice and a dead hand.

Tas

 



TWO \;V omen

R EBECCA EDELSOHN, while protesting in  a
speech at Franklin Statue against a possible war

with Mexico, was mobbed. The police, with their easy
discrimination, arrested her and not her assailants. And
although Franklin Statue is the recognized place for
open—air speaking in down—town New York, and al—
though nothing could be proved against Miss Edelsohn
but an expression of humanitarian sentiment, she was
sentenced to three months in prison for "disorderly
conduct."
To her, and also to many disinterested people, this

sentence appeared to be an instance of judicial perse—
And her decision to make the protest of a

hunger—strike against it, was taken with deliberation.
It was taken also with full knowledge of the fact that,
being an anarchist, she could not have the sympathy of
influential radical women at large that a militant suf—
fragist might have, and that the issue might be an un—
noticed sickness and death.

The hunger—strike began on July 20th. After about
eight days of it, Katherine Davis, the Commissioner
of Corrections, gave to the press a statement that Miss
Edelsohn, although not eating the prison fare, was re—
ceiving food from some underground source. This
statement was based avowedly upon the fact that the
Commissioner had seen Miss Edelsohn, and she did not
look as if she had gone without food for eight days.

After three or four more days, when the interest of
the general public was aroused by Miss Edelsohn‘s
heroism, and even the reasons for her imprisonment
were becoming a matter of comment, Miss Davis issued
a decision that hereafter no information would be given
to the public as to the "health and conduct of Miss
Edelsohn."

After that Miss Edelsohn‘s friends received letters
by an underground route, telling of her continued star—
vation and growing weakness, and finally in one of the
papers has appeared a rumor of her death.

I wonder if we of Tmx Masses are in a minority of
those who care about humanity, in judging this attitude
of the Commissioner of Correction to be another in—
stance of official tyranny. Since last spring it has been
a frequent comment in our editorial meetings that Miss
Davis seemed actuated rather by a smarty wish to be—
have like the ordinary male in her new office, than by
any of those ideals of hitmane conduct and regard for
the rights of life which some have hoped women would
bring into the affairs of government.
And now, with this final show of high—handed inhu—

manity, both toward her prisonér and the public, these
comments have echoed from so many sources of good
judgment outside; that, while perhaps we cannot print
them in full, we can at least take the initiative among
feminist organs, in saying that the lady—commissioner
appears to be another human failure. And the cause
of her failure, as so often in those afflicted with official
success, appears to be an aggressive self—importance
combined with the efficiency mania,

cution.

Max Eastrax,

practical

EFORE ‘Germany invaded France, the
people of Paris gathered twenty—five thousand

strong on the Boulevards to protest against
Shouting "Long live Peace," they picked up bricks and
laid out a half—dozen policemen. The beautiful thing
about the French is that when they have an ideal, they
always want to do something about it.

working—

war.

TME MASSES

Drawn by Arthur Young.

Weak Spots

P ROFESSOR TAFT has pointed out the weak spot
in Socialism—it disregards human nature. This

has been done before by people who had not enough
intellectual energy to find out what Socialism is. So—
cialism differs from all reform movements exactly in
this, that it names a method by which a new society
can be engendered, even taking human nature at its
worst.—But it always was easy to point out the weak
spot in Professor Taft.

Leaders of Revolts

POLITIC:\L discussion in Europe has been called

Even the English

But happily. no

We

off on account of the  war.

militants have Stopped their activities.

such patriotic duty devolves upon us in America.

can still talk politics—if anybody will listen.

One of the political events which holds our interest
is the desertion of the middle class by both of its great

rival protagonists, Wilson and Roosevelt.

of the Great Opportunist, this should cause no surprise.

In the case

The recent publication by Mr. Amos— Pinchot of the
facts concerning the suppression of one of the radical
planks of <the Progressive platform by Roosevelt‘s
friend Perkins, has shocked no one. Nor has the
continued support of Perkins by Roosevelt in the face
of these facts been unexpected.  The principal thing the
incident has served to bring out is the nature of the
alliance between Rooscvelt and the middle class Pro—
gressives. It is an alliance effected in spite of the

distrust and contempt which each party feels for the
other, an alliance for purposes of expediency on both
sides. The middle class Progressives wanted the ad—
vertising value—at one time greatly overestimated—of
the Colonel‘s name. The Colonel wanted a place where
he could rest his foot until the waters of economic
unrest receded. Mr. Roosevelt is fully aware of his
capacities as a ruler, and he intends to exercise them—
if not as the leader of a radical middle class party
(as for a moment in 1911 seemed possible), then as a
leader of Progressive Big Business. At all events, he
will be a leader, and he will not be a leader without
a party.

In this respect the career of Mr. Roosevelt offers a
striking parallel to that of the late Joseph Chamberfain.
Having made his political debut as a great municipal
Socialist, he went over to the Conservatives when it

became plain to him that he had no opportunity for a

successful career in The London

New Statesman offers for him this remarkable apology:

"What nonsense it is to talk:of him as misled by

ambition (he who died plain Joe Chamberlain!) when

it is as plain as the sun in the heavens that he aimed

at nothing but the opportunity to exercise his remark—

able political ability in a dignified and secure position."

Big Business offers Mr. Roosevelt the opportunity to

exercise his powers of rulership in a dignified and se—

the former field.

cure position—that is, if he can persuade Big Business

that he is "safe." So the Colonel is on probation.

In the same way ,President Wilson is on probation.

He has given hostages to Big Business. He doesn‘t

want to lose his opportunity to exercise his remarkable

political abilities in a dignified and secure position.
By insensible changes of feeling, Mr. Wilson has

come to look upon the banking interests as the bulwark
of national greatness. He is cager to allay the sus—
picions of undue radicalism in the breasts of Big Busi—
ness on behalf of his administration. In his anxiety to
do justice to his friend Mr. Jones of the Harvester
Trust, he gave personal assurance to the Senate of
"facts" which Mr. Jones himself had to deny  flatly
when questioned by that body. The appointment of
Warburg also discloses the way in which our radical
President has identified himself with established insti—
tutions.

In this period of compromise one looks with curiosity
to see how great will be the resistance of a group
which is under peculiar temptations—the Progressive
suffragists. In New York State the Progressives have
shown little hesitation in

coming out for the anti—suffrage politician Hinman.
And Roosevelt has advised a certain suffrage leader
that "the suffragists had better keep their hands off
Hinman."

"We shall see!" said the suffragists.

throwing over suffrage by

Neutrality Maintained

“THE priests read the declaration of war, a Te
Deum was sung for victory for the Russian

arms, and their majesties venerated the holy cross and
the ikon."—Press dispatch from St. Petersburg.
"And now I commend you to God. Go to church

and kneel before God and pray for His help for our
gallant army."—Emperor William.

It is a pleasure to note that Christ is on both sides
as usual.

AT last the Progressives have something to fight and
bleed for—the Colonel‘s stirring slogan, "fusion

in spots."

ROCKAWAY BEACH

THE dance pavilion stains the night

With a white blotch of hazy light,
And, pairing black motes, to and fro,
Two by two the dancers go,
While winds make faint or loud—convey
The echoes of the orchestra.
Without, the vast mysterious tide
Murmurs, night—haunted, far and wide.
Whence have ye gained the soul to dance
With such light—moving elegance

‘Mid all this menace of the dark,
Ye motes who throng life‘s tiny spark?
Why are we brave, my fellowkind?
Are we gods, or are we blind?

Haray Kewe. 
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Prophetic Reflections

HEN the Russian government comes out bank—

rupt, and France and England too poor to slip

her any more coin to pay cossacks to shoot down her

subjects, then what will her subjects do to her?

2. When French capitalists have lost the $8,000,000,—

000 they lent Russia to shoot down her subjects and

fight Germany, besides the incredible sums invested in

her own campaigns, and able—bodied French working—

men are so scarce they can dictate their own terms to

capital—then what?

3. When Austria gets through "defending Teutonic

Civilization" with her population of Bohemians, Poles.

Magyars, Roumanians, Slovaks, Croatians, Serbs, Slo—
venians, Ruthenians, Russians, Italians and Germans—

then what?

4. When the peaceable common folk of Germany,

who‘ve been fooled by their ruling class into thinking
they had to fight for life and prosperity, find out they
get nothing but death and bankruptcy—then what?

5. When the front endof the British lion is busy on
the continent of Europe, what will the fervent revolu—

tionary patriots of India be doing to his tail?

6. "If the order to fire should persist, if the tenacious
officer should wish to constrain the will of the soldiers
in spite of all. : . . Oh, no doubt the guns might go
off, but it might not be in the direction ordered."—

Briand (before he deserted the Socialists).

Then what?

Sign of the Times

HE Aflantic Monthly, that oracle of literarious re—
finement, descends to fourteen pages of revolu—

"A Message to the Middle Class"
by Seymour Deming in the July number drills deep
and plants a charge of true feeling.

tionary propaganda.

The author learned his truth—that the prime: ideal—
ism of to—day is fighting and disreputable like the ideal—
ism of ‘76 and the ‘so‘s—during an L W. W. strike at
a town he calls "Elmport," where there was "religious
conscience enough to float off a revival in sinner‘s
tears," but "not enough social conscience to wet an
eyelash." We suspect the town‘s name is Ipswich.

His message to the middle class is this:

Dear friends, I am sorry for you. You are unhappy
and you are ignorant of what is doing, and the worst
is yet to come. "The now fluid racial and class align—
ment will solidify and gripe our national vitals with
a class—struggle, within a generation. &
"And you lend a credulous ear to any politician with

contempt enough for your intelligence to assure you
that it can be mended ‘by tariff—revision, currency—
reform, restriction of immigration, control of trusts, or
any or all of these, including an underdone hash of
economic compromise styled Progressivism."
You are ignorant, but you can‘t help it  "If your

ignorance is more perilous to society than the righteous
discontent of an idealistic working—class you have at
least the excuse that the machinery which, if it is to
go on, must keep you in the dark, has well—nigh per—
fected a process whereby you are automatically mis—
informed, or not informed at all. Do not sup—
pose, therefore, that it will be easy to obtain the kind
of information you need from the three great organs
of public information—the colleges, the churches and
the newspapers. Their every mental process is
so colored by subserviency to a class view of affairs
that they are honestly not aware of any constraint upon

THE MASSES
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Drawn by Arthur Young.

;~HAS, IT BLOWN OVER, POP?"

their tongues—which is quite the most hopeless part
’)f it."

"You have. one réfuge; to cast in your lot with the

You have always been taught that

once you had scrambled through the doorway to the

You

You have seen it

under—Jog. 7.

employing and owning class you would be safe.
have seen that doorway contract.

grow narder ‘and harder for your sons to fight their
way in. You have seen the struggle turn mur—
derous. Does it ever occur to you that hope
lies in exactly the opposite direction—in keeping out,
in persuading others to keep out, and in joining forces
with the plundered and the outcast? Does it ever occur
to you that if your pity drew you to take sides with the
oppressed, your unlooked—for reward would be a sudden

Does it
ever occur to you that, once you joined forces with

and overwhelming power to end oppression?

the poor (who, you have been told, cannot help you),
together you would be suddenly invincible and need
no longer dread each other—nor the rich, nor poverty?"
To this truth—telling about the middle—class and their

hopelessness of ignorance and misinformation, the mid—
dle—class editor of the Aflantic makes an ignorant and
misinformed reply, which is of the nature of a @"E. D.

THE SMOKERS
N the rear of the car we sat,

The stranger and I

He was big and fat,

With the fleshiness of a pig.

His round, moon—face

Was as barren of thought and feeling

As the face of a drowsy cow—

And the soft rolls of meat

Overhung all sides of the seat.

Both of us puffed at fragrant cigars,
Elushing our lungs with huge mouthfuls of smoke
Which afterwards oozed out from the nostrils
In thin spiral waves—

And we sighed contentedly.

For a lingering second our eyes met
And we smiled—

The smile of an ageless comradeship.

Max Exprcore.

Silver Linings
ICHOLAS BUTLER is stranded in

Europe.

We no longer have to read humorous sayings by

Vice President Marshall.

A deluge of pictures of Sir Thomas Lipton wreathed

in smiles has been averted.

Lieutenant Porte has stopped postponing the date on

which he will not sail across the Atlantic in an airship.

People no longer say: "Preparation for war is the

MURRAY

surest guarantee of peace."

S S. McCLURE on his return to America declared

* that Ireland would never accept home rule and .

that the Kaiser would never carry out his war bluff.

Home rule fans, take renewed courage.

"DEMOCRACY ON BOARD"

HE headline is furnished by the New York Tri—

bune; the story by an American refugee, Perry

Tiffany.

"One humorous side of the situation was the fact

that the butler and the maid from the yacht sat with

us at the same table on the tramp ship."

Do your own laughing.

HE New York Times in an editorial six inches long

joshes Ford, the automobile

latest publicity venture ran foul of the war news. As
usual with the Times, this editorial carried its refuta—
tion with it.

man, because his

T the hour of going to press Beloochistan
greatly depressed and humiliated because it had

not received any kind of ultimatum from the Kaiser.

was

HE Kaiser, besides being all the officers of the
German

British and Russian fleets as well as those of Norway,
Sweden, Denmark and Greece. He also holds odd jobs

in Austria and Spain. Why not let the Kaiser put on

army and navy, is an admiral in the

all the uniforms he is entitled to and fight himself to
a finish?

Howarn Brusaxer.

T}le End of the War

HE real triumph of militarism will come when
these soldiers decide to use their own intelligence

and will to destroy the barbarous power that trains
them.  Many have decided now. Dispatches say that
a whole regiment of Bohemian soldiers refused to go
to war and one in everyten was shot down. A rumor
that several leaders of the Social Democracy in Ger—
many have been shot or imprisoned is persistent. Per—

Such a
universal mutiny, the end of war and the beginning
of the Social Revolution, is pictured by Arthur Young

haps a universal mutiny is not impossible.

on the opposite page.  Who knows?

A Message from Prison

66 pEPENTANT!
prisoner a New York City jail ever sloughed

I am, sir, the most unrepentant

into a cell. Let another Ludlow massacre happen, I
would repeat my deed. So far from life in prison hav—
‘ing wrought in me a penitential work, it has tightened
and reinforced in me a remonstrant mood."
So Bouck White of the Church of the Social Revo—

lution writes to Governor Glynn in regard to the plan
to "pardon" him.

A meeting to protest against his imprisonment will
be held at the Hippodrome, Sunday afternoon, Septem—
ber 13, and Debs will speak on behalf of Free Speech.
That will be the beginning of Bouck White‘s con—

gressional campaign—a campaign conducted on "revo—
lutionary lines." 
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EUGENE V. DEBS
WILL SPEAK AT THE

HIPPODROME

Sunday Afternoon, Sept. 13th,
AT 2.30

In Protest of the Imprisonment of

BOUCK WHITE
Under the auspices of the

CHURCH OF THE SOCIAL REVOLUTION
PRICE OF TICKETS

Family cirele (first eight rows).snmrlllcss.5.oy?+. $ .50, Balance, 25¢.
Balcony Ohrst fout sows) s rclnoc in ricls.clloed 1.00, Balance, 75¢.
Orchestra

(Blub hes—seats aus n ol y c eie Te c dir ie n in P aghe L $ .50
Ommibns hoxserte o2f 2. n n en n tale uid mt nel Pnd i 1.00
Promenade box seats ‘<8
Godge box seate ... . oo 22. s oo Se rogy s ied n P ag it 1.50
Proscenium box seats 1.50

Secure your seats now. ~Mail remittance with order. Make checks pay—
able to: Sol. Fieldman, Director, Church of the Social Revolution, 42
Washington Square South, New York, N. Y. ‘Phone, Spring 6697.

WEEKLY SERVICES of the CHURCH ofthe SOCIAL REVOLUTION
BOUCK WHITE, Founder—leader

SOL. FIELDMIAN, Director—lecturer

EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON, Three O‘clock, BRYANT HALL
725 SIXTH AVENUE, Between 41st and 42nd Streets

Free to all, irrespective of race and creed.
Come sing with us the folk upheaval and grow a Socialism of the heart.
Headquarters of the Church, 42 Washington Square So., New York.
Phone 6697 Spring. i

mmmm

"In her efforts to serve God and Mammon,
The Church has become cross—eyed."

The Call of the Carpenter.

BOUCK WHITE, Author of "THE CALL OF THE CARPENTER‘"
is now in a cell on Blackwell‘s Island, New York. He committed the
"crime" after the terrible Ludlow Massacre, of attending the Rockefeller
church and asking a question. His publishers have consented to issue a
"BLACKWELL‘S ISLAND" EDITION of 10,000 copies (paper cover)
of the "Call of the Carpenter."  This is the only opportunity to secure
this book at Tess than the publisher‘s price of $1.25 a copy.

This edition will be sold for the purpose of aiding in the support of
THE CHURCH OF THE SOCIAL

_

REVOLUTION, of which
BOUCK WHITE is founder and leader.

Friceper copy .n%0."!~::%
20 copies

teo— *
1000

.50 post paid

ts

These rates can be secured only through the Church of the Social Revo—
Jution. All orders must be accompanied by postal or express money
orders made payable to: Sol. Fieldman, Director, 42 South Washington
Square, New York, N. Y.

This remarkable book tells the story of the slavery of old and strikes
crushing blows at the slavery of today. Proclaimed by many of the
greatest scholars as the best biography of Jesus.  

whrlul.
/ <GIOVANNITT

INTRODUCTION
l
uEenc
ones

A remarkable new book
of poetry. Price, post—
paid in the U. S., $1.00.

Send orders to

Advertising Manager

THE MASSES
91 Greenwich Ave.

New York  
Progressivism

—and After

William English Walling
(Published by The Macmillan Company)

JUST OUT

A new book describing statesocialism,
syndicalism and labor parties in

their relation to socialism.

Price, Postpaid in United States $1.62

SEND ORDER TODAY To
Advertising Manager

THE MASSE S
91 Greenwich Ave. New York

 

If You Must Have Another Magazine When You

Renew Your Subscription to The Masses

Don‘t Miss These Special Cut Prices
‘The Mausses ..!........ $1.00 Our Price
Pearson‘s Magazine.... 1.50

$2.00
The Masses—:...s...:. $1.00 Our Price
Harper‘s Weekly ...... 4.00

: $4.25
Total Value..s...s.. $5.00

Fotal (Velue, ... ols $2.50

The Masges ...: . ... $1.00 5
Literary Digest........ 3.00 gur Price

‘Fotal"Valng...si..s. $4.00 3'75

The Masses ........... $1.00 Our Pri
Everybody‘s Magazine . 1.50 WUI Irice

Folsl Valee:—.. ... $2.50 $2°00

The Masses ...... hk §1.00 k
Metropolitan Magazine. 1.50 Our Price

TolalValue...9: .0. $2.50 $2°00  

The Masses...1:.. .m $1.00 s
oo Our PriceReview of Reviews.... 3.

$3.25
The Masses ........... $1.00 Our Price
The New Review...... 1.00 $ 1.50

Fotal. Valne. 1oos 02 $2.00

Fotal Vaite..soug.s $4.00

The Massesisi..."..7.
Current Opinion. .

Total Valne:: ... $4.00

The Masses .—...>..s. $1.00 4
Cosmopolitan, ......... 1.50 Our Price

Fotal. Value:, ollts $2.50 $2'00

The Messts=ssoo.ss. . $1.00 &
McClure‘s Magazine ...  1.50 Our Price

Tetal Valte. %....." $2.50 $2‘00

Send All Subscriptions to

THE MASSES

87 Greenwich Avenue New York City 
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THE RISE OF_
THE WORKINC—

CLASS
B¥ ALGERNON SIDNEY CRAPSEY,
Discussing from the point of view of the
working—class:

Social .evolution _and _revolution—the
downfall of the father—the responsibility
of the mother—the emancipation .of the
children—the "out—famil woman—the
revolt of the parasites—working—class re
gion, .moralit politics, —philosophy
Coming .age—ctc

A radical and significant book
Price $1.30 net, postage 10 cents.

For Sale byall booksellers, and by

THE MASSES. PUBLISHING CO
Published  by

THE CENTURY CO.

By return mail to you

THE CYNICS DICTIONARY
Protest with the Punch in it

Price 25 cents the Copy

Please don‘t send stamps
PANHANDLE PUB. CO.

511 Sherman Ave.
COEUR D‘ALENE,

The Dawn
A Western e with the Spice ofthe East

Dev to Literature, Education
and Sociology.

Edited by Prince C. Hopkins and
Sydney Greenbie

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
10 cents per copy. 1 dollar per year

IDAHO

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
WALT WHITMAN

(Authorizedby the Executors)
COMPLETE —LEAVES OF GRASS

This edition contains the text and arrangementpreferred

/

by Walt. Whitman.

_

All  othereditions of "Leaves of Grass" are imperfect inthis respect and incomplet here are onehundredand six. poems in "Complete Leavesof Grass‘" not contained in anyother edition"Complete Leaves of Grass" may be had inthe following styles:
INDIA PAPER EDITION

Bound in full limp. dark green
leather; gilt edges. .With photo—
gravure frontispiece $

LIBRARY EDITION
Bound in cloth; gilt top; uncpt
edges. _With portrait frontispicce

POPULAR EDITION
Bound in cloth
frontispiece. .....

POPULAR EDITION
Bound. in paper
frontispiece

COMPLETE PROSE —
This is the only —complete collection of
Whitman‘s prose writings. .It is particularly
valuableto students of the poct as it contains
much biographical and other, material not to
be found elsewhere. ."Complete Prose" may
be had in the following styles

LIBRARY EDITION
Bound in cloth; gilt top: uncut
edges. With three photogravure
illustrations

POPULAR EDITION
Bound in cloth.
vure frontispiece $1.25 net

MITCHELL KENNERLEY
PUBLISHER

32 WEST58TH STREET, NEW YORK

$2.50 net

$1.50 net

With portrait
: $1.00 net

With_portrait
mrrencocs ~$0,60 net

$1.75 net

With photogra—

What Are They Up To?
Ellen Key, Dora Marsden, Mrs. Pank

hurst, Emma Goldman, Isadora Duncan—
fighters and artists and writers, and femin—
isto all?

"Women as World Builders"

By Frovp Dat

50 cents net. Send to

THE MASSES
87 Greenwich Avenue, New York
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CHANTS
COMMUNAL
By Hoxace: Traveet 5
Boards $1.00 net. .Paper 30 cents postpaid

NOT GUILTY
oA Defence of the Bottom Dog
By Rosért Bratcirorp 3

Cloth 50 cents. Paper 25 cents
An humanitarian. plea, unequalled in its

lucidity and incontrovertible in its logic.

OUR IRRATIONAL
DISTRIBUTION of
WEALTH
By—Byrox C. Marmews

Cloth $1.00 net

Ohe

THRESHER‘S WIFE
By Haray Kewr
A natrative poem of great strength and

individuality.
Boards 40c net

MARIANA
By Jose Ecircaray

Winner of the Nobel Prize, 1904
A drama in three acts and an epilogue.

The masterpicce of modern Spain‘s greatest
writer. Crash Cloth Toe net

LOVE of ONFE‘S
NEIGHBOR
By Lzont» Anorevey
(Authorized translation by Thomas Seltzer)
A play in one act, replete with subtle

and clever satire.
"Distinctly .worth

Socialist Review.
Boards 40¢ net

DES IMAGISTES
An anthology of the youngest and most

discussed school of English poetry.
_

In—
cluding selections by

_

Ezra Pound, Ford
Madox Hucffer, Amy Lowell, Richard Ald—
ington, Allen Upward, and others.

Cloth $1.00 net

ALBERT & CHARLES BON!
96 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

while."—International

Special
Announcement

JUST PUBLISHED

Pamphlets
buses BIOLOGICAL ARGUNMENTAGAINST WOMAN SUFFRAGE

Answer Raised by Antis.
Each, 50; doz., 55¢; hundred, $8.50.

EFFECT OF VOTE OF WOMEN oN
LEGISLATION,

Each, 50; doz., 45¢; hundred, $2.75
WHAT

_

HAVE WOMEN DoNE WITE
THE BALLOTE By Geo. Creol.

Each, 56; doz, 55¢; hundred. $3.50,
THE WORKING CF EQUAL SUFFRAGE—Editorial from North American

Review.
Each, 80; doz., 20¢; hundred, $1.00.

NORMAL WOMEN NOT NEUROTIC. By
Dr. Frederick Peterson.

Each, be; doz., 45¢; hundred, $2.75.

LEAFLETS 20c. per 100
IN  CALT—

FORNIA *

M New) CATHOLIC OPI NIONS.
| FEMINISM AND SUFFRAGE—By C. C

Catt.
Our Rainbow series, also map FLYERS,

only 90¢ per.1000.
FLAG DODGERS— x different flyers for
patriotic  celebration,

.

bordered

.

with_ flags.
Special holiday price. per 1000. 85¢.

Dainty PAPER NAPEINS stamped yellow
or purple with ""Votes for Women."

Sond 2¢ stamp for catalogue, just out.

National

_

Woman

_

Suffrage
Publishing Company, Inc.

Publishers for the

National American Woman
Suffrage Association
Dept. B. 505 Fifth Avenue

New York CI 3

"The Meat of the
that wise men crack." The greatest

joy
things worth while, and the passing

This

in reading is the discovery .of

them on to sympathetic friends

is the spirit of

The

Trimmed Lamp
Edited by

Howard Vincent O‘Brien

Each month it offers pithy comment
on passing events, viewed in thelight

of their greater significance; a few

brief articles, always sincerely writ—

ten, on topics oftener discus be—

the

than put into print; and a careful

fore fire by congenial friends

selection of paragraphs and epigrams,

significant or merely clever, from a

wide range of little—known publica—

tions.

It aims to stimulate—always—but

sto do it briefly, entertainingly, and
It seeks to fill the odd

moment—profitably

with dignity

The best evidence of its quality is
the quality. of those who have sup—
ported it for its three years of life.
Subscription price, $1. a
specimen copy will be gladly sent on
request.

year. .A

The Trimmed Lamp
Department C

334 South Michigan Avenue

Cricaco

POETRY
A Magazine of Verse

Established ‘October, 1912; and en—
dowed for an initial period

of five years:

HAVE YOU READ

ON HEAVEN
by Ford Madox Hueffer

CHICAGO POEMS

by Carl Sandburg
EROS_TYRANNOS

by Edwin Arlington Robinson
THE CODE—HEROICS

by Robert Frost
NISHIKIGI

by Ernest Fenollosa
RUNNING TO PARADISE

by W. B. Yeats
SONGS OF DELIVERANCE

by. Orrick Johns
A WOMAN AND HER DEAD

HUSBAND

by D. H. Lawrence
ROUMANIAN POEMS

by Maurice Aisen
THE FIREMAN‘S BALL

by Nicholas Vachel Lindsay
NARRATIVES

by Rabindranath 7

POETRY
Edited by HARRIET MONROE

543 Cass Street CHICAGO

$1.50 a year.

CIRCULAR SENT ON REQUEST

agore

15 cents a.copy

Here‘s a sentence we never use in
our advertising in the "kept"‘ press:
‘"The Public is a national journal
of fundamental democracy and a
weekly narrative of history in the
making."  ‘Twould fall hopelessly
flat. R

Mighty few newspaper or period—
ical readers have the faintest inkling
of what "fundamental democracy"
means, and they are so accustomed
to swallowing tainted news that a
brilliantly condensed truthful his—
tory, and fearless, analytical editor—
ial comment would be to them
tasteless or worse.

In a word, while The Public‘s
appeal is for the Many;, in the
very nature of things, it is ap—
preciated only by the Few—
not the Fat Few.

W.—R. Eastman of Schen—
ectady, New York, writes:

"Although I am a socialist of the deepest
dye, if I could not have access .to more
than one paper or periodical 1 should
choose ‘"The Public."

Suppose you try it. Mention "The
Masses," and we will send you a free copy
of "Progress and Poverty" by Henry
George.  Send your dollar to—day. We
will refund the full amount, if, later, you
regret your haste.

THE PUBLIC
Ellsworth Building Chicago

Ohe

Internationa
A Magazine of Life

and Letters
Edited by

George Sylvester Viereck

Associate Editors:

Brancus Smommaxer Wacstarr,
Ricraro Ls GartiEnNE;

B; Russett Herts

Contributors include:

George Moore, —Arthur.. Symons,

Hugo

.

Muensterberg, George E.
Woodberry, Benjamin De Casseres,
Havélock Ellis, Rabindranath Ta—
gore,

.

Arthur  Schnitzler,

—

George
Brandes, Witter Bynner, George
Sterling, Madison. Cawein, Clinton
Scollard, John M. O‘Hara,  Skip—
worth Cannell.

—It has just printed the newly dis—

covered Sapphic fragment.

—It is printing the best poetry writ—
ten to—day by the younger pocts in
America.

—It will present in the August issue
an unpublished Stendhal story.
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